Supplementary Materials Classification of M-SPLIT matches
We used an extension to the original M-SPLIT algorithm [1] in this study. We used a new method to classify top-scoring spectrum pairs returned by M-SPLIT. Like MixDB, to assess whether the top match is significant we use a two-stage classifier to distinguish true matches from false positive matches. We consider three possible outcomes when searching a given query spectrum S:
• No-match: S does not match any spectrum in the spectral library
• Single-peptide match: S matches one spectrum in the spectral library.
• Mixture match: S matches a pair of spectra in the spectral library Classification of the top matches is done using two Support Vector Machine (SVMs). The first SVM distinguishes No-match cases from Single-peptide matches from Mixture matches cases and the second SVM distinguishes Single-peptide matches from Mixture matches. For a query spectrum M we denote A * and B * as the best spectrum pair and α * as the optimal α returned by M-SPLIT. To build the SVM models we consider the following feature:
• 2) cosine(M, A * )
• 6) α * estimated by optimal cosine method (see [1] for details)
• 7) α * estimated by residual spectrum method ( see [1] for details) [2] for details of how to compute dot-bias)
• 11) minimum number of peaks that explain 85% of total intensity of M
• 12) mean cosine between M and all candidates in the spectral library To train the SVM models, we constructed two negative control datasets. The No-match dataset consists of 5000 mixture spectra where the peptides used to create the mixture spectra are deleted from the database.
The Single-match dataset consists of 2500 single-peptide spectra and 2500 mixture spectra where one peptide in the mixture is removed from the database. These two datasets were combined with another dataset of 5000 mixture spectra (Mixture-match dataset) and searched against the database. For all simulated mixture spectra, α is selected uniformly from 0.1 to 1. The top matches from each dataset were used as training data for the SVM models. The training is a carried out in a two-steps fashion. In the first step, top matches from the No-match dataset were treated as negative training samples and top matches from the Single-match and Mixture-match dataset were used as positive training samples. In the second step top matches from the Mixture-match dataset were used as positive samples while top matches from the Single-match dataset and No-match dataset were used as negative samples. that distinguish and explicitly model fragment ions from high/low-abundance peptides in mixture spectra are used in MixDB. Probability shown in the table is the total probability that a particular ion type is being observed in the training data, they correspond to the area under each curve. [3] for M-SPLIT, SpectraST,MixDB, InsPecT and ProbIDtree. a) Numbers of identified spectra (single-peptide and mixture) and unique peptides for each method are compared. b) To allow the possible identification of co-eluting peptides, all spectral library searches and database searches are done using a 3 Da precursor mass tolerance. The accurate precursor mass information was then used a posteriori to estimate the precision of peptide identification by comparing the theoretical precursor m/z of peptides returned by each method and the observed precursor m/z values in the corresponding MS1 scan (isotopic profile). An identification is considered correct if the difference between theoretical and observed precursor m/z values is less than 5ppm. For mixture spectra the precision is slightly lower because the second peptide in the mixture is usually of low-abundance (average α = 0.3) and thus harder to identify. For most of the method, the precision for single-peptide matches is approximately 97%, however, SpectraST has a slightly lower precision of 95% even though it has the highest sensitivity. Thus to bring SpectraST to the same level of precision as other methods we manually increase the F-score threshold to bring its precision to 97% and the results are shown as SpectraST * in a). In order to compare database search method and spectral library method, we searched the yeast dataset using MixDB and InsPecT against only peptides presentd in the yeast spectral library. As we can see in a), searching the smaller database, there is only a moderate increase in the number of identified signle-peptide spectra, but the number of identified mixture spectra do increase significantly. In each pairwise comparison, spectra identified by both methods (in the intersection, shown in purple) were assigned to the same peptide in 96 − 97% of cases, indicating that the methods are consistent and the precision is in good agreement with our estimates. Spectra identified by one method but not the other are subdivided into two categories: cases where the two methods return the same peptide (peptide pair in the case of mixture matches) as the top hit but it was below the FDR threshold for one of the methods (shown in green) and cases where the two methods do not return the same peptide as the top hit (shown in black). For spectra that were identified by database search methods but were not identified by spectral-library search methods, we also check for cases where the top-scoring peptide found by database search method has a spectrum in the Yeast spectral library (shown in parenthesis). Figure 2 except that MixDB and InsPecT results are from searching only peptides presented in yeast spectral library. There are still some peptides found by database search method but we indicates they are not in the spectral library because the identified peptides are presented in a different charge state than those presented in the library.
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